
Challenge
Create an online service application (code name 
#plum), that enables users set up, fund, and 
customize an effective and secure financial plan for 
retirement.
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Rooted in general lack of financial literacy and 
understanding, the importance of practical 
money management to save money and invest 
for retirement remains elusive. Our task is 
making financial planning less overwhelming to 
people, and showing people where to start. 
We begin by developing an online service 
application that helps people set up, fund, and 
customize an effective and secure financial plan 
for retirement.

Research & Uncover1

The Complexity of the Future

We considered what the
potential business model
might look like for a
Human-Centered–AI based,
Expert Human-Augmented,
Financial and Retirement
Planning Service business.
This is what we came up
with. Making sound financial 
and retirement planning 
services universally available 
and always accessible to our
clients, that could revolutionize 
the industry.
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We considered what the 
potential business model 
might look like for a 
Human-Centered–AI based, 
Expert Human-Augmented, 
Financial and Retirement 
Planning Service business. 
This is what we came up 
with. 

Making sound financial and 
retirement planning services 
universally available and 
always accessible to our 
clients, that could 
revolutionize the industry.

A projection of the human condition upon an idea of an unknown intelligence.

An advancing of technology to embue humanity and offset reliance.
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Objective
How can we design a tool that helps make 
financial planning understandable to people,
and inspiring enough to set and obtain 
retirement savings and investment goals?
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User Research of Financial & Retirement Planning Stakeholders5

Primary Stakeholders are the individuals and the account holders and their 
spouses; those involved in living daily the process, and in retirement, living 
with the outcomes of the process.

Secondary Stakeholders are direct personal beneficiaries (dependents, 
inheritance recipients) who would either directly benefit personally from 
payout scenarios, or those involved in ensuring those benefits are paid 
(powers of attorney, banking institutions, insurance providers)

Tertiary Stakeholders describe agencies, institutions and individuals that 
may receive a philanthropic benefit from eventual estate payouts or be estate 
planners or advisors, those offering services to help align additional life goals 
beyond the day-to-day management.

Quaternary Stakeholders are detailed as product providers or aggregates; 
those offering particular plans or products (401, ESOP, etc.) as components of a 
financial portfolio.

Meant as an inclusive but not exhaustive list, described here are four 
segments of stakeholders and their proximal involvement in retirement 
planning scenarios. The element of time is a known variable, understanding 
that, as retirement approaches, some of the segments will shift in their 
proximity and then return to their original segment. Retirement planning is a 
fluid process over an elastic substrate, requiring multiple agency and 
individual contributions over long spans of time. 



PLUM’s Information Architecture (IA) focuses
on streamlined user access. By providing a
clear account setup and simplifying the
secondary taxonomy as “Menu” and
“Permanent Nav” a user has a readily available
means to access and modify their planning
options.

Library and advising features take a modular
approach that no longer require lengthy
re-entries of information, letting PLUM’s AI
handle these recursive functions. Plan options
and resource recommendations are prompted
based upon a user’s profile.

Analyze & Understand2

Using a 2x2 matrix, previous 
interviewees were evaluated for 
their financial planning
familiarity and their age as a 
means of further evaluating 
shared traits and avoiding the 
ease of stereotyping based
upon more traditional 
demographic approaches. 
Findings were further distilled
and utilized to form 
comprehensive personas that 
would accurately reflect a
group’s qualitative attributes, 
giving insight into pitfalls and 
potentials, and better
inform the eventual service 
designed. The primary focus for 
development turned
to Jan and Lia for a more 
thorough exploration of PLUM’s 
plausibility over a longer 
period of time.

Applying Insights

Persona
Compiler

Utilizes cognitive and behavioral metrics to inform patterns of probability and predict 
user needs or required modifications to financial plans.

Compiles information to recommend macro resources to address risk towards 
eventual retirement goals. The greater the risk, the more detailed and urgent the 

resources recommended.

Context-aware compilation of demographic information, financial document imports, 
progressive path requirements.

Risk 
Compiler

Reference 
Compiler



From three key insights high-level guidelines 
were determined.

Reduce anxiety
• Minimize risk in use and concerns of privacy 

through clear communication
• Break up large chunks of process and information 

through clear segmentation to maximize efficiency
• Avoid overwhelming amounts of information
• 
Provide Incentive
• Small multiples - show how each step and each 

decision leads to greater gains
• Employ basic game theory (risk/reward) to 

reduce risk anxiety by linking tangible benefits to 
immediate “bonus” outcomes

• Free content with account setup
• Free advising session with financial planner
• Free advising session with behavioral planner
• Free phase 1
• Peer or persona group comparisons to scenario 

outcomes
• Small transactions to encourage further use
• (certification, badge, etc.)
• 
Encourage Use
• Make recommendations and offer rewards specific 

to the use and that contribute to effective financial 
planning habits

• Group services and offers with partner institutions/
organizations to provide depth in benefit and avoid 
over-communication from multiple providers

• Incentivize people to check or update their 
investment portfolio through relevant prompts 
along state/region/national calendars, and personal 
dates

Synthesize3
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section!
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(this has been added to your library!)

An asset is anything 
you own that adds 
financial value.

Pop-out 1 – Things to Know

Now we have a better 
idea on how to help with 
your financial planning 
goals.

I’m ready for the 
next section.

When this icon appears 
you have a resource 
ready for viewing.

Make 
changes.
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(this has been added to your library!)

An asset is anything 
you own that adds 
financial value.

Pop-out 1 – Things to Know
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(this has been added to your library!)

An asset is anything 
you own that adds 
financial value.

Pop-out 1 – Things to Know

To help you 
plan we’ve 
compiled 
some info 
about UX 
Designers in 
your area.

Your Gross Income

(this has been added to your library!)

Pop-out 2 – Recommendation

Median Income for UX

Difference

View open positions that 
might help you save?

component libraries
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7 Synthesis: Design Ideation, Prototyping LMS-UX Solution Areas (Team Hallie, Grace, Peng, YiWei)

COMING

In Phase 3 we track the 
experience of Jan and 
Lia after they received 
their plans. Both Jan and 
Lia have started using 
their plans and are 
working the program 
into their lives more. 
The details of Jan and 
Lia’s plans are getting 
finalized as they use it. 
The experience for both 
Jan and Lia dip into 
negative during the 
strategic portion, but 
after completing the 
outcomes and findings 
their experience is
more positive.
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7 Synthesis: Design Ideation, Prototyping LMS-UX Solution Areas (Team Hallie, Grace, Peng, YiWei)

COMING

Here we have a more 
personal Jan experience. 
We are looking at quotes 
from her real experience 
in the early stages of 
PLUM. As we can see, 
Jan’s experience began 
to look negative until she 
talked with a real 
advisor, not AI. The 
combination of AI and 
real people can help 
clients trust the AI 
portion because they 
know they can still talk 
to a real person. 



total saved

$1.25M

$2M goal

28 years to 65

total saved

$1.25M
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28 years to 65

$2M Goa¸

Retiring at 65

total saved

$1.25M

$2M goal

28 years to 65

Your new salary shaved 

off of your retirement time frame!

6 months 

Your new salary shaved 

off of your retirement time frame!

6 months 

Ahead of the Curve!

Edit my biographical 

information

Name

Current Salary

Marital Status

Employer Benefts (check all new benefiss

Jan

Jan

Marital Status

Current Salary

New Benefts

Married, 1 Chilw

$140p

Yes

$140k

Married

previously $125k

previously sin�le

Edit my goals

Edit my team

Let’s run the numbers
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Budget 

Estimator

Your Partner 

Has Been 

Added!

Estimate my budge
t

(Your current budget was based off of 

your old salary)

Your new salary might 

affect your budget

Select a month to learn more

These might beneft your 

new situation

Add my partner to my 

portfolio or tea
m

(âf you’re investing together)

Detail my new 

benefts

401k Matc
h

Educational Suppor
t

Dependent Care

Retirement Age	65


Retirement Locatio
n

Monthly Income	$7,500

Show all within range

How INm feeling about itFantastic! Stressed

65


Hong Kong
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Use Case 2

Updating profle to relfect
:

 


recent marriage

new salary

employer benefts

Invest 5% into new 

commercial real estate

Begin a Roth IRA

2023 Expenditures

or

or

Do it!

Update Goals fo
r

2025

Manage My Account

Resources
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Advising
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My Uploads
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My Appointments
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Settings

FAQs

Helpful Tools
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Debt Risk Calculato
r

Cost of Living Calculator
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PLUM

PLUM

PLUM is a speculative SaaS that enables users 
set up, fund, and customize an effective and 
secure financial plan for retirement. 

Upon account setup, users are walked through 
a comprehensive data gathering session. 
Broken into segments that categorize like 
questions, this provides the software with 
relevant personal and financial information 
to guide subsequent scenarios and 
recommendations while at the same time 
breaking large amounts of content
into more approachable chunks.

Innovate & Implement4

A Better Future

Automatically adjusting to 
any changes in portfolio, 
income, benefits, etc., while 
incorporating the projected 
cost of living makes the Budget 
Estimator a useful speculative 
tool. Common in principle to 
other financial applications, 
PLUM takes into account a 
user’s behaviors, incorporating 
decision making patterns 
as well as financial records. 
While future outlooks will 
always entertain a degree of 
uncertainty this tool provides a 
clear starting point, informing 
the user of their current 
expenditures, spending history 
and up to 5-year outlook to 
provide an opportunity for 
on0the-fly adjustment.
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Let’s run the numbers
Retirement Age 65
Retirement Location Hong Kong
Monthly Income $7,500

current income

current savings

current investments

saved by good habits

current location

current health care

how I’m feeling about itFantastic! Stressed

Show all within range

100%

$ 140k

$ 250k

$ 1M

1%

$ 78k

$ 0k

drag to increase or decrease

drag to increase or decrease

drag to increase or decrease

drag to increase or decrease

drag to increase or decrease

drag to increase or decrease


